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Why this Research?
Wine Market Council collaborated with GuildSomm, a non-
profit, international membership organization, on an on-
premise research project. The goal of the project was to
investigate changes in wine list and by-the-glass menu
composition, current on-premise trends, crossover alcohol
consumption, and opinions about working with suppliers. To
add the wine consumer’s perspective, the project was two-
pronged:

ü GuildSomm members who work as on-premise
sommeliers participated in an online survey.

ü An online survey of wine consumers was conducted to
assess on-premise wine consumption and purchase
behavior.

Gathering opinions from both the sommeliers and on-
premise patrons resulted in more robust insights on wine in
the on-premise arena.

What’s in this Report
The GuildSomm Survey Covers:

ü Workplace and employment profile.

ü Changes in total beverage alcohol program composition.

ü Wine list organization.

ü Past year changes in wine by-the-bottle lists (e.g., pricing,
sales, wine type, wine origin representation)

ü Past year changes to wine by-the-glass programs (e.g.,
pricing, sales, wine type, wine origin representation).

ü Job and staffing changes.

ü Opinions on consumer wine behavior and working with
consumers.

ü Service innovation trends.

ü Strategies for economic downturns.

The On-Premise Consumer Survey Covers:

ü Changes in dining-out frequency.

ü Changes in on-premise alcohol consumption.

ü On-premise wine drinking occasions.

ü Wine purchase behavior, decision factors, and spending.

ü Wine list organization preferences.

ü By-the-glass and by-the bottle purchase habits.

ü Familiarity with wine service innovations.

ü Importance of wine pairing.

ü Changes in wine attitudes and experience.
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Key Learnings: Trade vs. Consumer 
Perspectives
ü When choosing wine on-premise, consumers consider

what they are eating and previous trial more important
than sommelier or waiter recommendations. By contrast,
sommelier respondents believed that telling customers
they personally prefer a wine is the most effective way to
help them choose a wine, followed closely by
recommending a wine-food pairing. Consumers and
Sommeliers are in agreement that critical scores are the
least important or effective among the factors tested.

ü Most wine lists at participating sommeliers’ place of
business are primarily organized by geographic origin,
followed by wine type or varietal. In contrast, consumers
most prefer wine lists organized by type of wine or
varietal, followed by price, wine style, and then origin.

§ However, it is important to note that High Frequency
wine drinkers are significantly more apt to find a wine
organized by origin more helpful than Occasional wine
drinkers, who find organizing by price more useful.

§ Among consumers, there were distinct differences by
age. Lists organized by wine type were more strongly
favored by those aged 40+, and lists organized by style
or flavor by those under 40.

ü Among alternative pour sizes, tasting flights, wine on tap
and wine-based cocktails:

§ The majority of sommelier respondents were most likely
to agree that the availability of alternative pour sizes is
growing, followed by wine on tap.

§ Of these formats, alternative pour sizes have been
ordered by the largest contingent of consumer
respondents, and fewest have tried wine on tap,
indicating that wine on tap may not yet be widely
available.

ü Compared to a few years ago, more consumers agreed
they are more knowledgeable about wine than agreed
they are more curious about wine. Conversely,
sommeliers reported they have experienced more
customers who are curious about wine than are more
knowledgeable about wine over the past few years.
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Key Learnings: GuildSomm Survey
Change in Sales

ü Sommelier respondents reported an overall increase in
dollar value over the past year for wine, beer and spirits,
but most significantly for wine (+63 net percentage point
change – i.e., % who reported an increase minus % who
reported a decrease) and spirits (+42). Beer showed a
more modest increase of +5 percentage points, with over
half reporting no change in dollar value.

Wine List Offerings Have Evolved

ü According to the sommelier survey respondents, a change
in the way wine lists are organized (32% made an
organizational change in the past year) was most apt to
result in an increase in the variety of wines their
consumers purchased (75%). In terms of sales, an
organizational list change resulted in an increase in sales
volume for 43% of those who made a change in the past
year and in sales value for 29%. 40% reported the
change required more staff training.

ü The majority increased the number of wines (61%) and
the countries, states, regions, or appellations (64%)
represented on their by-the-bottle list over the past year.
A majority also increased the number of suppliers they
used (64%).

§ Spain, California, and Washington state were the
regions that made the greatest overall gains in
representation on wine lists (net +13, +10, and +9
percentage point changes respectively).

§ Australia had the broadest overall decrease in
representation (-13).

§ Red wines that made the widest overall gains included
Pinot Noir (+76), Cabernet Sauvignon (+60), and Red
blends (+58).

§ Other wines with significant overall gains in list
placements included dry rosé (+68), Champagne (+60),
and other imported sparkling wine (+44).

§ Overall decreases of note were for white
Zinfandel/sweet rosé (-92), Moscato (-50), Pinot Grigio
(-34), and Prosecco (-28).
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By-the-glass Program Changes

ü The number of wines in respondents by-the-glass
programs has remained stable vs. a year ago for about
half (52%), while 38% reported an increase in the number
of wines offered by the glass.

ü The majority have increased the number of countries,
states, regions or appellations represented on their by-
the-glass list (56%).

§ Unusual or unfamiliar wines are the most prevalent
additions (62%), followed by imported wines (47%).

ü When asked what types of wines added in the past year
made the most impact on dollar sales, results were very
diverse.

§ Asked as an open-ended question, individual mentions
were low but standouts included Cabernet Sauvignon
and red blends (10%), rose (8%), sparkling wine (7%),
and Pinot Noir (6%). When this question was asked in
the context of wine regions, France (28%), California
(21%), and Italy (17%) stood out.

ü More than two-thirds increased their average by-the-glass
prices in the past year (67%). More than half reported
that increased sales by value and volume (59%).

ü Half increased their $15-$19 by-the-glass offerings (52%).

§ There has been a slight shift away from wines in the
under $15 price category and a slight shift toward $20+
offerings.

Business Challenges

ü Participants were asked to weigh in on aspects of their
jobs they find most challenging. Issues dealing with staff
were at the top of the list as the toughest part of their
job—finding and retaining staff (55%), and educating and
training staff (50%). For 30%, their biggest challenges are
maximizing profitability and managing inventory.

ü Working with distributors and importers, and coordinating
deliveries with sellers ranked low on the list of challenges
(14% each). However, when these respondents were
asked how distributors, importers and suppliers can help
to improve relationships, top responses included hiring
knowledgeable and responsive sales staff (33%), and
increasing allocation transparency (17%).

ü Three-quarters believe they are at least somewhat
prepared for an economic downturn. The most likely
adjustments they'd make in the event of a slowdown
would be to reduce purchases by decreasing the number
of wines listed (53%), increase lower-priced and decrease
higher-priced wines purchases, and shift to wines with
higher margins (52%).
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Key Learnings: On-Premise 
Consumer Survey
Dining Out

ü Half the consumer respondents dine out at least once a
week (52%). High Frequency wine drinkers dine out more
often than Occasionals (20% dine out more than once or
twice a week vs. 4%), as do males and respondents
under 40 years old.

ü The majority of respondents reported dining out at venues
that serve alcohol at about the same rate as they did a
year ago. Of the remaining respondents, a greater
proportion are dining out more often than less often,
especially in the case of High Frequency wine drinkers
(34% eating out more often vs. 27% of Occasionals).

§ Reports of dining out more compared to a year ago
declined significantly among respondents under age 40
between 2016 (74%) and 2019 (55%).

ü The two top reasons some are eating out less often (13%
of High Frequency and 17% of Occasionals) are they are
cooking at home more often and dining out doesn't fit
within their budget.

§ Fewer High Frequency wine drinkers cited budget
constraints in 2019 than did in 2016 (49% vs. 62%),
and more reported they don't have as much time to eat
out as they used to (16% vs. 4%).

Wine, Beer, & Spirits

ü Not surprisingly, wine consumers participating in this study
drink wine on premise more frequently than beer and
spirits/cocktails (43% weekly, vs. 35% and 27%
respectively). High Frequency wine drinkers are more apt
than Occasionals to drink all of these types of beverage
alcohol on premise.

§ About one-quarter of total respondents report
consuming more wine, beer and spirits/cocktails on
premise than they did a year ago (22%-25%), while
significantly fewer are consuming more non-alcoholic
beverages more often (14%).

§ Only 8% indicated they are drinking less wine than a
year ago. The top reason for drinking less wine differs
between High Frequency and Occasional wine
drinkers: High Frequency wine drinkers prefer to drink
wine at home, while Occasionals are drinking less
alcohol in general and regard on-premise wine as too
expensive.
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Occasions

ü High Frequency wine drinkers are more likely to choose
wine for all occasions tested, with the exception of special
occasions, for which wine is chosen by Occasionals at the
same rate as High Frequency wine drinkers. In the case
of High Frequency wine drinkers, choosing wine for a
special occasion increased from 70% in 2016 to 76% in
2019. (2016 data for Occasionals on this measure is not
available.)

§ Occasionals choose spirits/cocktails over wine or beer
at cocktail parties or "girls"/"guys" night out, and beer
over wine or spirits at weekend lunches with friends.

Wine by the Glass & by the Bottle

ü When dining out, more than half the respondents typically
order wine by the glass (54%) and one-quarter typically
order by the bottle. 17% order both wine by the bottle and
by the glass. Occasional wine drinkers, females, and
those over age 50 are most likely to order wine by the
glass.

ü Two-thirds are choosing wine by the glass on premise at
about the same price as a year ago, but among those who
have changed their purchase habits more High Frequency
wine drinkers are buying higher priced wine (27% higher,
9% lower) and more Occasional wine drinkers are buying
lower priced wine (11% higher, 14% lower).

ü Wine by the glass purchasing stretches equally across all
types of wine consumers, but there are distinct differences
in bottle purchasers. Frequency of bottle purchases
decreases significantly with age and those who consumer
wine less often than weekly. 41% of those who reported
drinking less wine on-premise don’t order by the bottle vs.
only 9% of those drinking more.

On-Wine Purchase Decision Factors

ü When choosing a wine on premise, the most important
factor for all consumers is that the wine is available by the
glass, followed by previous trial and that it goes which the
food they are ordering. These were also the top factors in
2016.

ü Although food is a consideration for many, the vast
majority of respondents tend to order wine they enjoy
drinking no matter what they’re eating (84%), and to agree
that wine that is not perfectly matched with the food
they’re eating does not diminish their enjoyment of the
meal (82%). 72% don't worry about choosing the “wrong”
wine for a dish.

§ Occasional wine drinkers were not much different on
these measures, suggesting these issues are not
significant barriers to their wine drinking. That said,
food pairing is more important to High Frequency wine
drinkers and males. Respondents aged 60+ are least
concerned with wine and food pairing.
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Research Methodology:
GuildSomm Trade Survey
Wine Market Council conducted an online survey among
GuildSomm members in February 2019 using the
SurveyMonkey platform. GuildSomm disseminated a link to
the survey through social media and its newsletter. Of its
14,000 members, 1,229 members started the survey and
618 qualified and completed it.

To qualify, GuildSomm members were required to at least
work part-time at an on-premise establishment, from
independent restaurants to wine bars and hotels and resorts.
Respondents who self identified as working in the upscale,
fine dining; casual; and fine food/causal setting segments of
of the on-premise tier of the industry were represented.
More respondent profile information can be found in the
GuildSomm trade survey results section of this report.

Significant differences noted in this report represent data
comparisons that are statistically significant at a confidence
level of 95%. In addition, in some cases, rows or columns of
figures do not add to 100% due to rounding.
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42%

24%

26%

8%

Responsible for all
purchasing

Share responsibility

No responsibility but
provide input

No purchasing
responsibilities

66%

34%
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Respondent Profile: 
GuildSomm Trade Survey
ü A total of 618 GuildSomm members completed the study.

The vast majority (88%) currently work in the wine trade
full-time, while 12% are employed part-time. Participants
work in 47 U.S. states, with just over half coming from six
states: California, New York, Texas, Colorado, Florida
and Illinois.

ü Just under two-thirds (65%) work for a restaurant, either
independently owned or part of a group or corporation:

§ Independent restaurant: 39%, Regional or restaurant
group: 21%, or national corporate chain: 5%.

ü Just under one-third (32% ) work at another type of on-
premise venue such as a hotel, resort or casino (15%),
Wine bar (8%), Golf or other recreation club (5%), other
on-premise venue that sells wine (4%), consultant (3%) or
bar/lounge or music club (1%).

ü Two-thirds (66%) have a direct role or share responsibility
for wine purchase decisions, and just over one-quarter
(26%) provide input, but aren’t currently responsible.
Fewer than one in ten (8%) have no purchase
responsibility.

<1 year
3%

1-2 years
14%

3-5 years
18%

5+ years
65%

Years Experience

Wine Purchasing Responsibility
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16%

51%

33%

16%

Under $50

$50 - $99

$100 - $199

$200 or more
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ü When asked to characterize their current workplace, just
over half (52%) describe it as “fine dining in a casual
setting,” and 45% as “upscale fine dining.” Just under two
in ten (18%) classify their workplace as “casual dining.”

ü Those working in medium and high-end venues comprise
the majority of survey respondents. About half (51%)
report an average guest check between $50-$99, and
one-third (33%) say their average guest check is between
$100-$199.

§ Fewer than two in ten (16%) report an average guest
check lower than $50 or higher than $200 (16%).

Current Workplace*

52%

45%

18%

2%

Fine dining food in
a casual setting

Upscale, fine dining

Casual

Other

*Multiple responses allowed

Average Guest Check*

*Multiple responses allowed
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35%

37%

28%

Major

Mid-tier

Small

Under 40
70%

Over 40
30%

Over 40
40-49 18%
50-59 10%
60+ 3%

Under 40
21-29 22%
30-39 48%

Mean age: 37 
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ü Respondents are fairly evenly divided between those who
characterize the wine market they compete in as major
(35%), mid-tier (37%) and small (28%).

ü Overall, 70% of respondents are under age 40, and 13%
currently age 50 or older. The average age was 37.

How would you describe the size of your 
market?

Respondent Age
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72%
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Current Wine Program
ü Over seven in ten respondents (72%) have wine

programs with at least 100 or more wines, with the largest
group reporting between 100-499 (46%).

§ Just over one-quarter of respondents (26%) estimate
they have 500 or more wines in their current program,
and 27% have programs with fewer than 100.

ü Respondents with the largest average guest check ($100
or higher) also have the largest volume of wine in their
program, while those with an average guest check
between $50-$100 are most likely to maintain between
100-499 wines.

§ Those reporting an average guest check of less than
$50 are most likely to have smaller wine programs
(<100 wines) and operate in small wine markets.

ü Almost twice as many respondents working in major wine
markets report wine programs with 500 or more wines
than those working in mid-tier or small markets (40% vs.
22% and 16%).

10%

18%

46%

26%

Under 50

50 - 99

100 - 499

500+

Total Number of Wines in Program
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21%

29%

29%

22%

75 or Fewer

76 - 200

201 - 500

More than 500

Mean: 460        Median: 205

19%

37%

25%

18%

Less than 15

15 - 24

25 - 34

More than 35
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ü The average number of wines featured on by-the bottle
lists is 460. However, the average is skewed by a few
respondents reporting very large numbers. The median is
205 bottles (half have more, half have less) which is likely
a more accurate representation of study participants.

§ For example, the average number of wines featured
among those with over 500 bottles in their program is
1,242 vs. 250 wines among those whose wines
program contain 100-499 bottles.

ü Not surprisingly, those with an average guest check of
$100 or more also report having a significantly higher than
average number of wines in their program (670).

ü The average number of wines featured on by-the-glass
lists is 27, similar to a median of 22, with the largest group
of respondents (37%) reporting a range of 15-24 by-the-
glass wines. However, over four in ten feature 25 or more
wines by the glass, and just under two in ten have more
than 35 wines-by-the glass on their list.

§ Those with the largest wine programs (100 bottles or
more) are most likely to feature the largest number of
wines-the-glass, along with wines by the bottle on their
wine lists.

Number of Wines on By-the-Bottle List

Mean: 27        Median: 22

Number of Wines on By-the-Glass List
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64%

4%

32%

59%

8%

33%

Higher Lower About the same

By the Glass By the Bottle

Net % pt. chg.
By the Glass +60 pts
By the Bottle +51 pts
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All respondents were asked about the overall change in their
average by-the-bottle and by-the glass guest checks versus
a year ago.

ü Almost two-thirds (64%) estimated that the average check
for wine by-the-glass is higher and just under six in ten
(59%) report a higher average customer check vs. a year
ago for wine by-the-bottle.

ü About one-third reported their average guest checks for
wine by-the-bottle and by-the glass had stayed about the
same. Fewer than one in ten respondents reported a
decrease. The overall net change for both by-the-bottle
and by-the-glass checks was very positive, +60 pts for by-
the-glass and +51 pts for by-the-bottle.

§ A larger contingent of those reporting higher average
customer checks have medium to large wine programs
(100 bottles or more), while respondents whose
averages check for both formats stayed about the same
were most likely to work in venues with smaller wine
programs (<100 wines).

Average Customer Check Change vs.
a Year Ago
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60%

44%

40%

33%

16%

Alternative pour sizes

Wine-based cocktails

Private label wines

Wine flights

Wine on tap
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ü Respondents offer a variety of different formats in their
wine program. Six in ten (60%) currently offer alternative
pour sizes (such as tasting portions, large pour, half-
glasses, etc.) and about four in ten (44%) offer wine-
based cocktails, and private label wines (40%). An
additional one-third (33%) currently offer wine flights and
16% offer wine on tap.

§ Offering alternative pour sizes is equally popular in
large and small tier wine markets and among those with
low and high average guest checks.

§ Wine based cocktails are offered most in small wine
markets, while private label wines appear most often at
venues with the highest average guest checks ($100 or
more), and with the largest wine bottle programs (500
or more bottles).

ü Study participants were asked whether they feel these
format types are growing or on the decline. The vast
majority think offering alternative pour sizes (91%) and
selling retail wine on premise (93%) are growing trends.

ü Also significantly on the increase are wine-based cocktails
(75%) and wine pairing menus (74%).

ü While about two-thirds (67%) feel private label wines and
wine-flights (64%) are growing trends, about one-third
also believe these formats are declining.

93%

91%

81%

75%

74%

67%

63%

7%

9%

19%

25%

26%

33%

37%

Retail sales on premise

Alternative pour sizes

Wine on tap

Wine-based cocktails

Wine pairing menus

Private label wines

Wine fl ights

Growing On the Decline Net % 
pt. chg.

+85

+62

+50

+48

+34

+26

+82

Offered in Current Wine Program

Wine Service Format Trends
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ü Respondents were asked to estimate the current value
contribution of wine, beer and spirits/cocktails to their
beverage alcohol program. Overall, wine accounts for an
average of 60%, spirits/cocktails, 27% and beer, 13%.

§ Wine’s value contribution is highest among those
working in venues where the average guest check is
over $100, and/or where the number of wines in their
wine program is over 500. It is also higher among
those working in major wine markets.

ü This contrasts significantly with beer, where the
contribution is highest in venues with an average guest
check is under $50 and among those working in small
wine markets. There are no differences noted for venue
type or market size for spirit/cocktail value contribution.

ü Respondents report an increase in dollar value vs. a year
ago for all beverage types, with wine showing the largest
increase at +63 pts. Spirits also are up significantly, at
+42 pts, while beer dollar increases are up a more modest
+5 pts.

ü It should be noted that the very nature of the trade
respondent sample—sommeliers—means that the
companies they work for will have a bias towards wine in
terms of sales and offerings.

69%

25%

6%

49% 44%

7%

25%

56%

20%

Increased Stayed the Same Decreased

Wine Spirits/Cocktails Beer

Net % pt. chg.
Wine +63 pts
Spirits +42 pts
Beer +5 pts

Wine
60%

Spirit/
Cocktails

27%

Beer
13%

*Mean % by value.
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Current Alcohol Program Contribution 
by Value*

Dollar Value Change vs. a Year Ago
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Current
Prior to 
Change

Net % Pt. 
Chg.

Place of origin 42% 32% +10

Grape/Varietal 34% 33% +1

Wine style 10% 8% +2

Wine weight/intensity 9% 8% +1

Price 3% 9% -6

Other 3% 10% -7

Pre-/Post-Change Organizational Method Used
(Base: changed by-the-bottle program, n = 107)

Yes
32%

No
68%

19

By-the-Bottle Program
In order to minimize respondent fatigue while taking the
survey, study participants were randomly assigned to answer
either a series of questions about their by-the-bottle wine
program or their by-the-glass program. This section focuses
on those reporting on their current by-the-bottle program, a
total of 345 respondents.

ü Knowing that wine lists are organized in a variety of
different ways, respondents were asked about the primary
way their list is organized.

ü Most by-the-bottle respondents (68%) reported they
hadn’t changed the primary way their wine list is
organized in the past year vs. 32% reported they had.

ü Currently, over four in ten respondents (42%) organize
their wine list primarily by place of origin and just over
one-third (34%) by grape/varietal. Few categorize wines
primarily by wine style (10%), wine weight or intensity
(9%) or price (3%).

ü Among the one-third (32%) who have changed their list
recently, the biggest shift appears to be away from price (-
6 pts) or other ways of organizing (-7 pts) to organizing by
place of origin (+10 pts).

Changed Wine List Organization in Past Year
(Base: asked about by-the-bottle program, n = 345)
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75%

43%

29%

Increased in variety of
wines purchased

Higher wine sales by
volume

Higher wine sales by
value

50%
40%

11%

About the same More staff training Less staff training

Net % Pt. Chg.
+29
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ü Respondents who changed the primary way their wine list
is organized say the biggest positive impact was an
increase in the variety of wines purchased (75%) and
higher volume wine sales. Less impactful, but still positive
was the increases in dollar sales (29%).

ü While half (50%) said the changes required about the
same amount of staff training, four in ten (40%) needed
more staff training to support the change.

§ Though the sample size of those making a change is
small, it appears those working in venues with smaller
average guest check sizes needed more staff training
than those working in higher end venues or those with
large wine programs (500+ wines).

Positive Impact of Changing Primary Way 
Wine List Organized
(Base: changed by-the-bottle program, n = 109)

Impact of Changing Way Wine List 
Organized on Staff Training
(Base: changed by-the-bottle program, n = 109)
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Increased Decreased
No 

Change
Net % Pt. 

Chg.

Number of appellations/ 
countries/U.S. states 
represented

64% 6% 30% +58

Number of wines on list 61% 13% 27% +48

Number of suppliers used 51% 6% 44% +45

Average bottle price 47% 11% 42% +36

Number of wines per 
producer 30% 11% 60% +19

By-the-Bottle Program Changes vs. a Year Ago 
(Base: asked about by-the-bottle program, n = 345)

21

ü Though just under one-third of study participants
reorganized their wine list last year, the majority of study
participants reported they increased the number of
appellations, countries or U.S. states represented (64%),
and the number of total wines on the list (61%). Overall,
the largest positive wine list change is in origin
representation rather than in the number of wines on the
list.

ü About half (50%) increased the number of suppliers used
and just under half (47%) increased the average bottle
price. The majority are buying the same number of wines
per producer (60%), but of the remaining respondents,
increases overshadowed decreases.

ü More of those with large (500+) wine programs and those
working at higher end venues ($100+ avg. guest check)
have increased both the number of wines they carry and
the number of wines per producer than those with smaller
programs and/or lower average guest checks.

§ Most of those reporting no change in their by-the-bottle
program work with smaller wine programs (fewer than
100 bottles).

§ Those who have increased the number of appellations
or regions represented in their by-the bottle program
recently are more likely to work in venues with a high
average guest check ($100+) and/or in smaller wine
markets.
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Increased Wine List Representation by 
Appellations/Countries/States vs. a Year Ago
(Base: those who reported an increase; n=160)

22

Study respondents were also asked using an open-ended
question format about the overall increase or decrease in the
number of offerings from specific countries or states.

ü Among the over 64% who increased the number of wine
regions represented in their program last year (n = 160),
wines from France (23%), California (18%), Italy (14%),
and Spain (13%) were added most often.

ü Specific regions mentioned most often included:

§ France: Bordeaux (6% of mentions), Burgundy (6%),
Rhone (3%) and Champagne (2%).

§ California: Napa Valley (8%)

ü Very few respondents took wines from any of these
countries off their lists (12). Three respondents removed
wines from France, and two removed Australian wines.
Wines from no other origins were mentioned by more than
one respondent.

23%

18%

14%

13%

9%

9%

4%

4%

3%

2%

2%

France

California

Italy

Spain

Oregon

Washington

Australia

New York

Austria

Argentina

New Zealand
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ü The specific red wine varietal with the largest net gain in
the number of offerings vs. a year ago was Pinot Noir
(+76 pts.) followed by Cabernet Sauvignon (+60 pts) and
Red Blends (+58 pts). Syrah/Shiraz (+41 pts) and
Tempranillo (+26 pts) also show an overall increase in the
number of offerings.

ü Among white wine varietals, respondents reported the
largest increase for dry rosé (+68 pts), followed by
Chardonnay (+45 pts) and Riesling (+34 pts). Sauvignon
Blanc (+24 pts) also showed a solid increase in offerings
vs. a year ago.

ü While few red varietals show a significant net decrease in
the number of offerings (there were modest decreases for
Malbec, Zinfandel, and Merlot), overall decreases for
white Zinfandel/sweet rosé are notable (-92 pts), as are
overall decreases for Moscato (-50 pts) and Pinot Grigio (-
34 pts.) to a lesser degree.

ü Champagne and “other imported” sparkling wine have
made the most impressive strides (+60 pts and +44 pts
respectively), while domestic sparkling (-8) and Prosecco
(-28) are shown to have decreased overall among these
trade respondents.

Increased
# of Offerings

Decreased
# of Offerings

Net % Pt. 
Chg.

Red Wines
Pinot Noir 88% 12% +76
Cabernet Sauvignon 80% 20% +60
Red Blends 79% 21% +58
Syrah/Shiraz 71% 30% +41
Tempranillo 63% 37% +26
Merlot 48% 52% -4
Malbec 45% 55% -10
Zinfandel 43% 57% -14
White Wines
Dry Rose 84% 16% +68
Chardonnay 73% 28% +45
Riesling 67% 33% +34
Sauvignon Blanc 62% 38% +24
White Blends 54% 46% +8

Pinot Grigio/Pinot Gris 33% 67% -34

Moscato/Muscat 25% 75% -50

White Zinfandel/Sweet Rose 4% 96% -92

Sparkling Wines
Champagne 80% 20% +60

Domestic Sparkling 46% 54% -8

Other Imported Sparkling 70% 26% +44

Prosecco 36% 64% -28

Increased Wine List Representation by Wine 
Type vs. a Year Ago
(Base: asked about by-the-bottle program, n = 345)
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Respondents were asked to write in any varietals not on the
list provided that had a positive impact on their bottom line in
the past year.

ü Though the number responding to the question was quite
small (a total of 65), a few less mainstream varietals
received mentions from multiple respondents, most
notably Gruner Veltliner and Garnacha/Grenache (6
mentions each), and Nebbiolo and Sangiovese (5
mentions each).

ü Two broader categories also received a number of
mentions: “Natural” wines (6 mentions) and Orange wine
(5 mentions)
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2%

12%

29%

29%

27%

Daily

Weekly

Monthly

Quarterly

A few times a year or less often

Increased Decreased
No

Change
Net % Pt. 

Chg.

Average price 67% 2% 30% +65

Sales  value 59% 3% 38% +56

Sales  volume 59% 4% 37% +55

Number of regions 
represented 56% 4% 40% +52

Number of wines listed 38% 10% 52% +28

43%

56%
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By-the-Glass Program
Study participants not assigned to the group responding to
questions about their by-the-bottle program were asked
questions about their by-the-glass program instead, a total of
273 respondents.

ü Just over half (56%) reported they change their by-the-
glass wine menu quarterly or less frequently, with
respondents about evenly divided between those
changing it quarterly (29%) or a few times a year or less
often (27%). Only 1% say they never change it.

§ Over four in ten (43%) say they change their by-the-
glass list monthly or more often, with the largest group
(29%) doing this monthly.

ü Compared to a year ago, just over two-thirds (67%)
increased their average by-the-glass price, and just over
half (56%) indicated that both their sales volume and
sales dollar value have increased.

ü Over half also reported (56%) an increased number of
appellations/countries or U.S. states represented on their
menus and 38% increased the number of their by-the-
glass wine offerings.

§ Very few decreased any aspect of their by-the-glass
program, making the net change strongly positive for all
components (between +48 pts - +65 pts).

Frequency of By-the-Glass List Changes
(Base: asked about by-the-glass program, n = 273)

By-the-Glass Program Changes vs. a Year Ago 
(Base: asked about by-the-glass program, n = 273)
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62%

47%

36%

34%

32%

27%

6%

6%

10%

12%

8%

10%

Unusual/Unknown
wines to patrons

Imported wines

Rose wines

Sparkling wines

Reds

Whites

Increased Decreased

+56

+26

+22

+24

+17

+41
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ü When making changes to the type of wines in their by-the-
glass program over the past year, 62% added unusual
wines (or those unknown to their patrons) and just under
half (47%) increased the number of imported wines they
feature.

ü About one-third increased rose wines (36%), sparkling
wines (34%) and red wines (32%) and just over one-
quarter say they increased their white wine offerings.

§ Only 6%-12% decreased wines in any of these
categories. Those with the largest net positive changes
are unusual/unknown wines (+56 pts) and imported
wines (+41 pts), with the smallest net changes for white
wines (+17 pts).

By-the-Glass Program Changes vs. a Year 
Ago (Base: asked about by-the-glass program, n = 273)

Net % 
pt. chg.
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ü Looking at by-the-glass price changes compared to a year
ago, glasses priced between $15-$19 appear to be the
sweet spot, with the majority of respondents increasing
their offerings (52%) and the fewest decreasing (8%),
contributing to an overall net change of +44 pts.

ü More respondents say they have increased rather than
decreased their offerings in each category, yielding a net
positive change for all price ranges.

ü However, the largest contingent of respondents have
maintained their maintained the number of wines in each
price category besides the $15-$19 price range.

ü Not surprisingly, most of those increasing representation
of $10-14 glasses work in lower-end venues, while more
of those upping their offering of glasses priced at $20 or
more work in high-end venues, with large wine programs
and/or operate in major wine markets.

Increased Decreased
No

Change
Net % Pt. 

Chg.

Under $15 38% 22% 40% +16

$10 - $14 35% 11% 54% +24

$15 - $19 52% 8% 41% +44

$20 - $25 41% 7% 52% +34

Over $25 37% 9% 55% +28

By-the-Glass Program Price Category 
Changes vs. a Year Ago
(Base: asked about by-the-glass program, n = 273)
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10%

10%

8%

7%

6%

4%

Cabernet Sauvignon

Red Blends

Rose

Sparkling

Pinot Noir

Sauvignon Blanc / Sancerre
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When asked using an open-ended question format for the
single variety or wine type with the most positive impact on
dollar sales last year there was little consensus, with lots of
individual mentions. A total of 222 respondents answered
the question.

ü Cabernet Sauvignon (especially high end Cabs) and
different types of Red Blends were mentioned most often
(each by 10%, including Bordeaux blends), followed by
Rose (8%), Sparkling wine (7%, with Champagne most
often at 3%) and Pinot Noir (6%). All other types of wines
were mentioned by fewer than ten respondents.

Top Wines Added in Past Year with Most 
Positive Impact on Dollar Sales (Base = 222)
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28%

21%

17%

9%

6%

5%

5%

5%

France (net)

California (net)

Italy (net)

Spain

Loire

Burgundy

Piedmont

Napa
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ü When asked using an open-ended question the region
added to their by-the-glass program that made the most
positive impact in terms of value, a total of 219
respondents answered the question.

ü France received the most mentions (28%), followed by
California (21%) and Italy (17%). Spain received 9% of
mentions.

§ The most often mentioned French wine regions
included the Loire (6%), Burgundy (5%), and the Rhone
(4%). Napa was the California region mentioned most
often (5%), and Piedmont was the most often
mentioned Italian region (5%).

ü All other mentions were made by fewer than ten
respondents.

Top Regions Added in Past Year with 
Most Impact on Dollar Sales (Base = 219)
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Very Effective
(6,7 rating)

Mean Rating
(7 pt scale)

Telling them you personally 
like the wine 64% 5.8

Suggesting a wine that 
pairs with their food 62% 5.7

Pointing them to a grape 
variety they’ve had before 56% 5.6

Suggesting a new wine in a 
style they like 56% 5.5

Pointing them to a 
producer they’ve had 
before

51% 5.4

Pointing them to a specific 
wine they’ve had before 51% 5.3

Pointing out a wine that’s 
received a high score from 
a critic

19% 3.5

Assisting Customers Select a Wine: 
Effectiveness of Approaches

30

On-Premise Wine Customers from
the Trade’s Perspective
All respondents were asked a series of questions about their
customers.

A list of various approaches for helping customers select
wine was provided and trade respondents were asked to
rate the effectiveness of each tactic based on their
experience.

ü At least half view all tactics listed as very effective (i.e.,
gave it the highest ratings of a 6 or 7 on a 7-point
effectiveness scale), with the exception of pointing out a
wine that’s received a high score from a critic (only 19%
rated very effective).

ü The trade considers a personal endorsement to be the
most effective tactic (64% rated it very effective), followed
by a wine and food pairing suggestion (62%).

§ A personal endorsement was most often rated very
effective by those employed at venues with avg. guest
checks of less than $50).
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68%

47%

36%

34%

32%

29%

7%

More curious about wine

More knowledgeable
about wine

More likely to drink
varieties they know

More likely to drink
throughout the occasion

More likely to drink wine
brands they know

Ordering a wider variety
of alcoholic beverages

Choosing to drink more
non-alcoholic beverages

*Multiple responses allowed
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Respondents were asked for their perspective regarding how
their customer base has changed their wine and beverage
purchase behavior in the last few years.

ü Two-thirds of study participants agreed their customers
have become more curious about wine over the past few
years (66%). There were no other majority opinions.

§ Under half (45%) indicated their customers have
become more knowledgeable over the past few years.

§ Approximately one-third have noticed their customers
are more likely to drink wine throughout their visit
(33%), and are more likely to drink both wine varieties
(35%) or brands (31%) they know.

ü About three in ten (29%) have observed their customers
ordering a wider variety of alcoholic beverages, and just
7% have noticed an uptick in customers choosing to drink
more non-alcoholic beverages than a few years ago.

Trade Perceptions of How Customers 
Have Changed in Past Few Years*
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Finding/keeping knowledgeable staff 55%

Educating/training staff 50%

Maximizing profitability 30%

Managing inventory 28%

Staying current with new wines and regions 21%

Creating/printing wine lists 18%

Deciding which wines to carry 17%

Working with customers 16%

Coordinating deliveries from sellers 14%

Working with distributor/importer reps 14%

Most Challenging Aspects of Current Job*

58%

29%
11%

About the same Increased Decreased

Net % pt. chg.  +18

*Multiple responses allowed
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Industry/Operational Challenges
ü When asked about the most challenging aspects of their

work, staff issues rise to the top. About half say finding
and keeping knowledgeable staff (55%), along with
training and educating (50%) are most challenging.

§ Training and keeping staff appears to be the biggest
challenge among those working at mid-priced venues
(avg. guest check between $50-$99), while those
working in venues with small wine programs (fewer
than 100 wines) are more apt to find maximizing
profitability challenging.

§ Despite the challenge in finding and keeping staff,
about six in ten (58%) say they have kept their wine
staffing level about the same. Just under three in ten
(29%) have increased and 11% have decreased wine
staff in the past year.

ü More of those employed in venues with mid-large sized
wine programs agree that managing current inventory is
difficult, while more of those working at high-end venues
find staying on top of new wines and regions challenging.

ü While most don’t view working with distributor or importer
reps among the most challenging aspects of their job
(14%), those that do are most likely to have large wine
programs (500+ wines).

Change in Wine Staff vs. a Year Ago
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More knowledgeable, responsive sales staff 33%

Increased allocation transparency 17%

Keep more accurate, local, sufficient, consistent 
inventory/stock 10%

Provide more accurate information on products 9%

Provide accessible up-to-date pricing/more 
discounts 9%

Better communication, coordination of deliveries 9%

Loosen purchase restrictions 8%

Online ordering 7%

Better communication overall 6%

Service remote locations/secondary markets 5%

Top Things Distributors/Importers/Suppliers 
Can Do To Improve Working Relationship
(Base = 105)
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Again, while most respondents don’t find working with
distributors or importer reps among the most challenging
parts of their jobs, a few offered suggestions for making
these relationship work more smoothly. A total of 105
respondents answered this open-ended questions.

ü At the top of the list is a desire for more knowledgeable,
responsive sales reps, receiving 33% of mentions,
followed by increased transparency (e.g. mostly in the
context of allocations, portfolios), mentioned by 17%.

ü Product information and inventory accuracy, accessible
pricing, and better communications (overall and regarding
logistics) were each mentioned by fewer than ten
respondents.
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31%
45%

9%
3%

12%

Very
Prepared

Somewhat
Prepared

Not Very
Prepared

Not At All
Prepared

Don't know

Prepared: 76%

Not Prepared: 12%

Reduce purchases by pairing down number of 
wines listed 53%

Halt purchases of high-priced wines and increase/ 
maintain purchases of lower priced wines 53%

Shift to/search for higher margin wines 52%

Discount wines to reduce inventory 25%

Alter staff positions 18%

Highly reduce/eliminate bottle list purchases and 
shift toward wine by the glass 17%

Reduce staff 11%

Likely Adjustments in an Economic 
Slowdown

34

ü Currently, most respondents (76%) feel at least somewhat
prepared for an economic downturn. Only 3% say they
are not at all prepared.

ü In the event of a slowdown, the most likely adjustments
would be to reduce purchases by pairing down inventory
(53%), halt purchases of high-priced wine and increase or
maintain purchases of lower-priced wines (53%) and to
look for higher margin wines (52%).

ü Respondents would be less inclined to discount wines
(25%), alter staffing (18%) or shift significantly away from
bottle list purchases toward by-the-glass purchases
(17%).

ü Those working with medium-sized wine programs (100-
499 wines) are most likely to say they would shift towards
higher margin wines.

How Well Prepared for Economic Downturn
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Consumer On-Premise 
2019 Survey Results

35
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Research Methodology:
Consumer On-Premise Survey
Wine Market Council conducted an online survey among
wine drinkers to investigate their on-premise beverage
consumption and purchase behavior at venues serving both
food and wine, beer and spirits/cocktails. The study was
conducted in partnership with Illuminate Research, Seattle
WA, in February 2019. Illuminate Research worked with
Dynata (formerly Research Now/Survey Sampling, Inc.) to
procure a sample of 1,200 wine drinker respondents: 600
High Frequency wine drinkers (drink wine more often than
once a week) and 600 Occasional Wine drinkers (drink wine
once a week or less often, but at least once a month)1.

The sample was collected using age and gender target
quotas based on the 2019 Wine Market Council
segmentation study. Quotas were also adjusted to slightly
over-represent adults under 50, to better represent the
population who dines out most frequently.

As noted, half the survey participants consumed wine more
often than once a week (High Frequency wine drinker) and
half consumed wine once a week or less often (Occasional
wine drinkers). This overrepresentation of High Frequency

wine drinkers (among total U.S. wine drinkers 33% are High
Frequency Wine Drinkers and 67% are Occasionals)
ensured large enough base sizes for purposes of analysis.
Because this may cause a skew effect when interpreting
results based on total respondents, statistically significant
differences in High Frequency and Occasional wine drinker
responses to each measure are reported.

In addition to satisfying wine drinking frequency
requirements, to qualify for the study respondents needed to
dine out at a venue serving both food and wine, beer and/or
spirits/cocktails at least once a month.

A Wine Market Council On-Premise Wine Consumption
study was conducted in 2016 and comparisons are made to
results from this study where appropriate.2 The 2016 study
included only High Frequency wine drinkers, and younger
females were under-represented in this sample. In order to
compare the 2016 and 2019 High Frequency wine drinker
results, the 2016 data was weighted based on the 2016
Wine Market Council Segmentation study.

Significant differences noted in this report represent data
comparisons that are statistically significant at a confidence
level of 95%. In addition, in some cases, rows or columns of
figures do not add to 100% due to rounding.

1 Sample was targeted to wine drinkers from a non-probability online panel, with
quotas for wine drinking frequency, gender and age. Survey results are not
representative so should not be used to project or estimate results to the entire
U.S. wine drinking population

2 Comparisons between the 2016 High Frequency wine drinker on-premise
survey and High Frequency wine drinker responses to the 2019 survey were
made only when the question was asked in the same way both years.
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16%

22%

15%

19%

29%

21-29

30-30

40-49

50-59

60+

19%

17%

25%

23%

9%

7%

Under $50,000

$50,000 - $69,000

$70,000 - $99,000

$100,000 - $149,000

$150,000 - $199,999

$200,000 or more

Respondent Profile: Consumer On-
Premise Survey
The total sample of n=1,200 was equally divided between
High Frequency and Occasional wine drinkers.

ü The total respondents broke down as follows:

§ 50% male/50% female.

§ Mean age = 48.

§ The majority (83%) identified themselves as non-
Hispanic Caucasian. The remainder identify as African
American (6%), Hispanic (5%), Asian, (4%), Mixed
Race/Other (2%).

§ Over half (53%) characterized their residence as a
suburb, 34% as a city and 13% rural.

§ The study was fielded nationally and all states (except
Wyoming) and the District of Columbia were
represented in the respondent pool.

§ The average household income among all respondents
is $98,000.

— Average household income skews higher for High
Frequency wine drinkers; $103,000 vs. $94,000 for
Occasional wine drinkers.

37

Total 2019 Survey Participants by Age 
Range

Total Survey Participants by Income
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100%

75%

66%

41%

27%

100%

67%

59%

28%

18%

Wine

Beer

Spirits/Cocktails

Sparkling Wine

Hard Cider

HFWD Occasional WD

Total

100%

71%

62%

34%

23%

Respondent Profile: Wine, Beer, and
Spirits Consumption
ü In addition to consuming wine at least once in the past

month, about seven in ten respondents consume beer
(71%):

§ Domestic beer (excluding craft beer): 53%

§ Imported beer: 49%

§ Domestic craft beer: 44%

ü Approximately two-thirds consumed spirits in addition to
wine (62%), one-third drank sparkling wine (34%) and
one-quarter consumed hard cider (23%) in the past
month.

ü Consumption of these other alcoholic beverages is
significantly higher among High Frequency wine drinkers
than Occasional wine drinkers.

§ With the exception of wine and sparking wine, past
month consumption of all alcoholic beverages is also
significantly higher among males.

ü Beer consumption (all kinds), sparkling wine and hard
cider is highest among younger respondents of both
genders.

§ Age 50 or under for beer, age 40 or younger for
sparkling wine and hard cider

38

Types of Alcohol Consumed at Least 
Monthly
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20%

40%
30%

11%
4%

40% 39%

17%

More than 1-
2x/Week

Once or
Twice/Week

2-3
Times/Month

Once a Month*

HFWD Occasional WD

53%

34%

13%

57%

27%
17%

About the Same More Often Less Often

HFWD Occasional WD

52% 48%Total respondents:

Total respondents:

Net % pts. Chg. 
Total: +15
HFWD: +21
Occasional:+10

55% 30% 15%

Dining Out/Food Procurement
In order to qualify for the study, respondents were required to
dine out at least once a month. Despite this screening
requirement, dining frequency is still high.

§ Slightly over half (52%) said they dine out at venues
serving wine, beer and/or spirits weekly or more often,
while just under half (48%) dine out between a few
times a month and once a month.

ü High Frequency wine drinkers dine out significantly more
often than Occasionals (20% more than one or two times a
week vs. 4% of Occasionals).

ü Males and those 40 and younger dine out most often.

ü While more than half reported dining out about as often as
they were a year ago, 30% are dining out more often and
15% less often, yielding a net change of +15 pts.

§ Consistent with their habit of eating out more frequently,
significantly more High Frequency wine drinkers
indicated they are dining out more often (34% vs. 27%
of Occasionals).

§ More males and those age 40 and younger say they are
dining out more often this year, while more females and
those over age 50 say they are eating out about the
same amount.

39

Frequency Dining Out at Venues Serving Alcohol

*Respondents dine out at least once a month to qualify.

Change in Dining Out at Venues Serving Alcohol 
vs. a Year Ago
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Cooking more at home 62%

Current budget doesn’t allow dining out as often 49%

Don’t have as much time as I used to 18%

Less interested in eating out in general 18%

Easier/quicker to pick up take-out 12%

Easier to order food to be delivered 12%

More prepared food options available where I shop 8%

When traveling, I stay at places with kitchen access 7%

Reasons for Dining Less Often at Venues 
Serving Alcohol (Base = dining out less often)*

ü Among the 92 respondents who reported dining out less
often than a year ago, the reason cited most often was
“I’m cooking more at home” (62%) and “My current budget
doesn’t accommodate dining out as often” (49%).

§ While there were no gender differences among reasons
mentioned, those age 30-39 were most likely to say
they are cooking more at home, while those under age
30 are more likely to cite budgetary reasons.

§ High frequency wine drinkers were more apt to indicate
they are drinking less wine on-premise because they
prefer to drink wine at home, but because the base
sizes were quite small, this finding should only be
considered directional.

40

*Caution: small base size.
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55%

46%

26%

23%

13%

15%

14%

11%

17%

56%

45%

24%

17%

11%

8%

7%

6%

19%

Picked up take-out from a
restaurant

Bought prepared food at grocery
store

Had food delivered by delivery
service/delivery-only restaurant

Dined from a food truck

Booked accommodations through
Airbnb

Used a grocery store delivery
service

Used a meal kit delivery service

Used a prepared meal service

None of these

HFWD Occasional WD

Total

56%

45%

25%

20%

12%

12%

11%

8%

18%

Study participants were asked to recall their participation in a
variety of food procurement or preparation activities in the
past month.

ü The most popular activities, engaged in by over half of all
respondents (56%) is ordering and picking up take-out
from a restaurant. Over four in ten (45%) in both groups
had picked up prepared food where they grocery shop in
the past month.

ü Males and females are equally likely to engage in getting
restaurant take-out and picking up prepared food where
they shop.

§ However more males, respondents under age 40 and
High Frequency wine drinkers did the following in the
past month:

— Dined from a food truck

— Booked accommodations through Airbnb

— Used a grocery store delivery service

— Used a meal kit or prepared meal delivery service

ü Overall, just under two in ten respondents (18%) say they
haven’t participated in any of the listed activities in the
past month. Those most likely to say they have done
“none of these” were respondents age 60 or older.

Did the following in the Past Month…
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Wine Beer
Spirits/

Cocktails

Few times a week or 
more often 18% 13% 9%

Once a week 25% 22% 18%

2-3 times a month 24% 16% 21%

Once a month 16% 15% 16%

Every 2-3 months 9% 10% 14%

Less often 6% 9% 15%

Don’t drink it at all 2% 15% 7%

On-Premise Wine, Beer, Spirits/Cocktail 
Consumption Frequency

On-Premise Alcohol Consumption
The 2019 study included equal numbers of High
Frequency (drink wine less often than once a week) and
Occasional wine drinkers (drink wine once a week or less
often).

ü Nearly one-fifth (18%) drink wine on premise at least a
few times a week, 13% drink beer and 9% consume
spirits/cocktails. About equal proportions of
respondents drink wine, beer and spirits/cocktails on-
premise once a week.

§ Those drinking wine on premise at least a few times
a week are equally as likely to be male as female,
while frequent on premise beer and spirits drinkers
are more than twice as likely to be male and under
age 40.
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57%

33%

9%

2%

42%

29%

17%

12%

36%

33%

25%

7%

28%

48%

22%

3%

28%

34%

20%

19%

20%

41%

32%

7%

Weekly

Monthly

Every 2-3 Months or Less
Often

Don't Drink it At All

Weekly

Monthly

Every 2-3 Months or Less
Often

Don't Drink it At All

Weekly

Monthly

Every 2-3 Months or Less
Often

Don't Drink it At All

HFWD Occasional WD

Wine

Beer

Spirits/Cocktails

ü Not surprisingly, High Frequency wine drinkers order wine
on-premise significantly more often than Occasional wine
drinkers.

§ High Frequency wine drinkers are twice as likely as
Occasional wine drinkers to consume wine on premise
on a weekly basis (57% vs. 28%).

— As noted previously, High Frequency wine drinkers’
past month consumption of all types of alcohol is
higher than Occasional wine drinkers’, so it isn’t
surprising this is true when dining out as well.

§ Over four in ten (42%) High frequency wine drinkers
consume beer weekly or more often while dining out vs.
28% of Occasional wine drinkers, and 36% vs. 20%
consume spirits/cocktails.

ü High frequency wine drinkers who order wine and
spirits/cocktails on-premise weekly or more often are
equally likely to be male or female, while those who order
beer at this frequency are twice as likely to be male.
Respondents who drink alcohol one-premise at least once
a week are significantly more likely to be under age 40.

ü Among Occasional wine drinkers who consume alcohol
on-premise at least weekly, those ordering wine and beer
are significantly more likely to be male, while there is no
gender difference among frequent on-premise
spirits/cocktails drinkers.
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On-Premise Wine, Beer, Spirits/Cocktails
Consumption Frequency
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67%

25%

8%

65%

22%
13%

64%

23%
13%

71%

14% 15%

About the Same More Less

Change in On-Premise Alcohol 
Consumption vs. a Year Ago 

Wine Beer
Spirits/

Cocktails
Non-

Alcoholic

HF OCC HF OCC HF OCC HF OCC

About the 
Same 63% 72% 66% 64% 63% 64% 69% 73%

More 33% 17% 22% 21% 25% 22% 16% 13%

Less 5% 11% 12% 15% 12% 15% 15% 14%

Net %   
Pt. Chg. +28 +6 +10 +6 +13 +7 +1 -1

ü The majority of respondents reported they are consuming
about the same amount of wine, beer, spirits or non-
alcoholic beverages as a year ago.

ü About one quarter are consuming more wine, beer and
spirits/cocktails on premise as they did a year ago, while
significantly fewer (14%) are consuming more non-
alcoholic beverages.

ü Only 8% are consuming less wine, significantly fewer than
are consuming less of the other beverages (13%-15%).

ü The net change vs. a year ago for all alcoholic beverages
was positive. The net change for non-alcoholic beverages
was essentially flat (-1 pt. change).

§ The positive net change in on-premise wine
consumption was more significant among High
Frequency wine drinkers (+28 pt. change) than among
Occasional wine drinkers (+6 pt. change).

§ Although less pronounced, High Frequency wine
drinkers also show higher net increases than
Occasionals for beer and spirits/cocktails.

§ Males and those under age 40 were more likely than
their counterparts to have increased consumption of all
types of alcoholic beverages,
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54%

25%

21%

25%

25%

7%

11%

11%

4%

30%

41%

38%

20%

14%

13%

9%

8%

5%

I prefer drinking wine at home

I'm drinking less alcohol in
general

Wine's too expensive out

I don't want to drink and drive

Budget doesn't accommodate
wine

I'm drinking more beer instead

Health reasons

I'm drinking more
spirits/cocktails instead

Eating out more at places that
don't serve alcohol

HFWD Occasional WD

Total

37%

36%

33%

22%

17%

11%

10%

9%

8%

Among those who have decreased their on-premise wine
consumption (n = 92), High Frequency wine drinkers and
Occasionals provide significantly different reasons why.
However, due to small small bases sizes (24 High
Frequency and 68 Occasional wine drinkers), differences
can only be considered directional.

ü The top three reasons for drinking less wine are preferring
to drink wine at home (37%), drinking less alcohol in
general (36%), and considering wine to be too expensive
on premise (32%).

§ High Frequency wine drinkers cited a preference for
drinking wine at home most often (54%), while
Occasionals most often cited an overall decrease in
alcohol consumption in general (41%) and find wine on
premise to be too expensive (38%).

ü Drinking either more beer or spirits instead of wine on
premise was was mentioned by no more than 10
respondents.
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Reasons for Drinking Less Wine On Premise 
vs. a Year Ago 
(Base = drinking less wine on-premise)
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Wine Beer
Spirits/

Cocktails

Non-
Alcoholic 

Drinks

Special occasion dinner out 74% 9% 15% 1%

Casual weekday dinner out as 
alternative to eating at home 52% 23% 11% 14%

Meeting a good friend for a drink to 
catch up 43% 26% 26% 5%

Cocktail party 38% 10% 51% 2%

Out for end-of-the week drink 35% 32% 28% 5%

“Girls” or “Guys” night out 35% 29% 32% 4%

Weekend lunch out with friends 34% 29% 15% 23%

Business lunch 27% 11% 9% 52%

Pre-gaming at someone’s house 26% 42% 20% 12%

Outdoor picnic or BBQ 19% 57% 8% 16%

Eating at food trucks 11% 30% 5% 54%

Most Likely Beverage Choice by OccasionRespondents were given a list of on-premise occasions and
asked what type of beverage they would typically choose for
each.

ü A special occasion dinner out is the most popular
occasion to drink wine, with nearly three-quarters of
respondents (74%) saying they would be likely to do so,
vs. only 9% who would select beer, or 15% who would
choose spirits or a cocktail.

ü Over half of study participants (52%) also say they would
most likely drink wine at a casual weekday dinner out, and
43% would most likely drink wine when meeting a good
friend for a drink to catch up.

ü Beer is the most popular choice when at an outdoor picnic
or BBQ (57%) and while pre-gaming at someone’s house
before heading out (42%).

ü Just over half (51%) say they’d be most likely to drink
spirits/cocktails while at a cocktail party, followed by wine
(38%).

ü Respondents are most likely to choose a non-alcoholic
beverage while eating at a food truck (54%) or when at a
business lunch (52%).
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Most Likely Beverage Choice by Occasion

Wine Beer
Spirits/

Cocktails
Non-

Alcoholic

HF OCC HF OCC HF OCC HF OCC

Special occasion 
dinner out

76% 73% 11% 7% 13% 18% 1% 2%

Casual weekday 
dinner out as 
alternative to eating 
at home

61% 43% 21% 25% 8% 14% 10% 17%

Meeting a good 
friend for a drink to 
catch up

51% 36% 24% 29% 21% 30% 4% 5%

Cocktail party 45% 30% 11% 9% 45% 59% 1% 2%

Out for end-of-the-
week drink

41% 29% 30% 34% 26% 31% 4% 6%

“Girls” or “Guys” 
night out

39% 31% 29% 29% 28% 36% 4% 4%

Weekend lunch out 
with friends

40% 27% 26% 32% 14% 14% 20% 26%

Business lunch 31% 24% 12% 10% 9% 9% 47% 57%

Pre-gaming at 
someone’s house

31% 21% 44% 40% 15% 25% 10% 14%

Outdoor picnic or 
BBQ

21% 18% 60% 55% 7% 9% 13% 19%

Eating at food trucks 15% 8% 31% 29% 5% 5% 49% 58%

ü Most occasions appear to be wine occasions for High
Frequency wine drinkers, as they are significantly more
likely than Occasionals to consume wine at nearly all
events listed.

§ The two exceptions are a special occasion dinner out,
the top wine occasion for both High Frequency wine
drinkers and Occasionals, and an outdoor picnic/BBQ,
for which over half (60% and 55%) would choose beer.

§ Both High Frequency and Occasional wine drinkers
most likely would choose a non-alcoholic beverage at a
business lunch or when eating at a food truck.

ü Compared with the more wine-focused High Frequency
wine drinkers, beverage choice among Occasional wine
drinkers is more varied:

§ More Occasionals would choose spirits/cocktails at a
cocktail party (59% vs. 45%).

§ They are equally likely to choose wine or
spirits/cocktails when out with friends, at a “guys”/“girls”
night, or pre-gaming at someone’s house.

§ At a weekend lunch with friends, Occasionals are about
equally likely to choose wine or a non-alcoholic
beverage. In fact, more Occasional than High
Frequency wine drinkers would choose a non-alcoholic
beverage on most occasions.
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58%

58%

52%

50%

32%

25%

17%

14%

13%

13%

52%

47%

38%

40%

21%

14%

11%

9%

8%

6%

Casual chain restaurant

Casual independent restaurant

Fine dining restaurant

Bar or lounge with full bar

In a hotel bar while traveling

On a plane while traveling

Theater or concert hall

Sports arena

Quick service restaurant

Grocerant

HFWD Occasional WD

Total

55%

53%

45%

45%

27%

20%

14%

11%

11%

9%

On-Premise Wine Consumption and 
Purchase Habits
ü Overall, respondents were most likely to have ordered

wine in the past three months while dining at restaurants
of all kinds (except quick service or grocerant), and at
bars and lounges.

§ Over half (55%) ordered wine at a casual dining chain,
53% at a casual, neighborhood restaurant, and 45% at
a fine-dining restaurant and at a bar or lounge.

§ Not surprisingly, High Frequency wine drinkers are
more likely than Occasional wine drinkers to order wine
at all venues listed.

ü While males and females are equally likely to have
ordered wine at a casual dining and neighborhood
restaurant, bar or lounge or theater or concert hall, more
males than females have ordered wine while traveling (at
a hotel bar or on a plane) or at a sports arena.

ü Equal proportions of respondents in all age groups have
ordered wine at casual chains, neighborhood restaurants
and fine-dining restaurants in the past three months.

§ More respondents under age 40 have ordered wine
while at a bar or lounge, at a theater or concert hall,
sports arena, quick-service restaurant or grocerant than
others.
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Total HFWD
Occasional

WD

It’s available by the glass 5.4 5.5 5.3

You’ve tasted the wine so you know you 
will like it 4.9 5.0 4.8

It goes with what you are ordering to eat 4.9 5.0 4.7

You’ve heard of the wine before 4.3 4.4 4.2

It’s a wine you haven’t tried before because 
you like to try new wines when going out 4.1 4.3 3.9

It’s been recommended by family or friends 4.1 4.2 4.1

It’s been recommended by the waiter or 
sommelier 4.0 4.1 3.9

It’s part of a special promotion 3.7 3.7 3.6

It has a high score from a critic 3.6 3.8 3.3

It’s organic or made with organically 
sustainably or biodynamically produced 
grapes

3.2 3.4 3.0

Importance of Factors When Ordering a 
Glass or Bottle of Wine On-Premise*

*Mean rating on a 7-pt scale where 1=not at all important and 7=very important.

ü The most important factor when ordering wine on-
premise is whether it’s available by the glass, with a
mean rating overall of 5.4 on a 7pt. scale of importance.

ü In the next tier of importance is if they have tasted the
wine before so they know they will like it (4.9), and that it
goes with what they have ordered (4.9).

ü Least important factors include receiving a high score
from a critic (3.6), being part of a special promotion (3.7)
or being organic (3.2).

ü High Frequency wine drinkers rated all factors significantly
more important than did Occasionals except for the
following, which they rated directionally higher than
Occasionals:

§ Have tasted the wine before/you know you’ll like it

§ It’s been recommended by friends or family

§ It’s part of a special promotion

ü Males rate all factors higher in importance than females,
with the exception of “available by the glass,” and having
tried it before. And, those under age 50 rate all factors as
more important than respondents over 50.
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69%

42%
37%

22%
12%

70%

39% 35%
26%

14%

68%

46%
38%

18%
10%

Type of Wine
or Varietal

Price Style of Wine Region
Where

Produced

Wine Weight
or Intensity

Total HFWD Occasional WD

ü When asked to choose the two most helpful ways of
organizing an on-premise wine list when ordering wine,
the vast majority of both High Frequency (70%) and
Occasional (68%) wine drinkers said organizing by the
type of wine or varietal is most helpful.

ü The second choice varied by respondent group. Nearly
half (46%) of Occasional wine drinkers put price in their
top two picks, significantly more than High Frequency
wine drinkers (39%). However, both groups find price and
the style of wine to be most helpful, after the type of wine.

§ Significantly more High Frequency wine drinkers than
Occasionals find the region where the wine is produced
(26% vs. 18%) and wine weight or intensity helpful
(14% vs. 10%).

ü The only gender-related difference was males find the
region where the wine is produced more useful when
ordering wine than females.

Most Helpful Ways of Organizing an On-
Premise Wine List
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20s 30s 40s 50s 60s+

Type of Wine or 
Varietal 59% 55% 66% 76% 81%

Price 49% 36% 37% 43% 46%

Style of Wine 44% 42% 41% 31% 30%

Region Where 
Produced 15% 26% 23% 21% 22%

Wine Weight or 
Intensity 13% 22% 13% 8% 7%

Most Helpful Ways of Organizing an On-
Premise Wine List by Age

ü Respondents age 40 or older were most likely to choose
the type of wine or varietal as the most useful category,
(especially older, High Frequency wine drinkers), while
more of those under age 40 (especially those in their 30’s)
find wine style and weight or intensity helpful than their
older counterparts within the High Frequency and
Occasional cohorts.

ü While price is chosen less often by High Frequency wine
drinkers, those at the youngest and oldest ends of the age
spectrum in both groups are much more likely to have
selected it as one of their two most helpful categories.
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55%

14% 12%
20%

53%

20%
11% 16%

57%

7% 13%
23%

About the Same Higher Priced Lower Priced Don't Buy Wine
by the BottleTotal HFWD Occasional WD

66%

19%
11%

3%

62%

27%
9% 2%

71%

11% 14%
4%

About the Same Higher Priced Lower Priced Don't Buy Wine by
the Glass

Total HFWD Occasional WD

Net Change
(% Pts)
HFWD     +9 pts
OCWD     -6 pts

Net Change
(% Pts)
HFWD     +18 pts
OCWD     -3 pts

ü Over half of all respondents said they are typically
ordering wine by the bottle and by the glass that is priced
similarly to the wine they ordered a year ago.

ü However, High Frequency wine drinkers are more apt than
Occasionals to report ordering higher priced wine by the
bottle (20% vs. 7% of occasionals) and by the glass (27%
vs. 11%).

§ The net change in by-the-bottle and by-the-glass
purchases is positive for High Frequency wine drinkers,
especially by the glass (+18 pts. by the glass and +9
pts. by the bottle), while it is negative for Occasionals
(-6 pts. by the glass and -3 pts. by the bottle).

§ Occasional wine drinkers are significantly less likely to
order wine by the bottle when dining out than High
Frequency wine drinkers (23% vs. 16%.) When
ordering wine by the glass, they are also much more
likely to order similarly priced (71% vs. 62%) or lower
priced wine (14% vs. 9%) than High Frequency wine
drinkers.

ü Males were more likely than females to indicate they are
buying higher priced wine by the bottle than they were a
year ago, and females were more likely than males to
report they typically don’t buy wine by the bottle at all.
Men are also more apt to spend more by the glass (22%
vs. 16%).
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Ordering Higher, Lower or Same Priced Wine 
by the Bottle vs. a Year Ago

Ordering Higher, Lower or Same Priced Wine 
by the Glass vs. a Year Ago
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20s 30s 40s 50s 60s+

About the Same 44% 47% 62% 63% 58%

Higher Priced 20% 26% 11% 9% 5%

Lower Priced 21% 14% 10% 9% 7%

Don’t Buy Wine 
by the Bottle 15% 13% 17% 20% 29%

Ordering Higher, Lower or Same Priced Wine 
by the Bottle vs. a Year Ago

Ordering Higher, Lower or Same Priced Wine 
by the Glass vs. a Year Ago*

ü Looking at changes in purchase habits by age group,
those ordering wine by the bottle priced about the same
as a year ago are most likely to be age 40 or older, while
those paying more are younger.

§ However, among respondents ordering wine priced
lower than a year ago, there is also a sizeable group
(21%) in their 20’s.

ü About one in five respondents overall say they don’t order
wine by the bottle when eating out. These respondents
are more likely to be aged 50 or older.

ü The pattern is similar for wine by-the-glass purchases.
Those who say they are ordering about the same priced
wine by the glass as a year ago are more likely to be aged
40 or older, while those purchasing higher priced glasses
of wine tend to be under age 40.

§ Again, there is a sizeable group in their 20’s who say
they are buyer lower priced wine by the glass this year
compared to last year(20%).
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20s 30s 40s 50s 60+

About the Same 53% 56% 69% 77% 75%

Higher Priced 25% 28% 19% 14% 13%

Lower Priced 20% 13% 9% 7% 8%

Don’t Buy Wine 
by the Glass 3% 3% 3% 1% 4%
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54%

25%
17%

4%

51%

27%
19%

3%

58%

23%
14%

5%

Wine by the
Glass

Wine by the
Bottle

Order Both Don't Order Wine
with Friends or

Family
Total HFWD Occasional WD

ü When dining out with friends and family, over half (54%) of
all respondents typically order wine by the glass, and one-
quarter say they typically order a bottle. Significantly
fewer (17%) order both.

ü Significantly more Occasional than High Frequency wine
drinkers order wine by the glass (58% vs. 51%),

ü Men are much more likely than women to order wine by
the bottle when dining with family and friends (32% vs.
18%). The majority of female respondents typically buy
wine the glass (61% vs. 47%).

ü There were few differences by age. Of note is those age
50 or older were most likely to say they typically order
wine by the glass.
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Wine Typically Ordered While Dining with 
Friends or Family
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Experience with Various Wine by the Glass 
Formats

Aware Unaware

Seen Not 
Ordered Ordered Interested Not

Choice of serving 
sizes 21% 41% 27% 11%

Tasting flights 32% 33% 24% 12%

Wine/Sparkling wine 
cocktails 29% 31% 18% 22%

Rare and/or top-of-the 
line wines 35% 21% 28% 16%

Wine on tap 22% 21% 29% 28%

As more venues are offering wine by the glass in various
formats, study participants were asked about their
experience or interest in several options.

ü More than half the respondents have seen various serving
sizes, flights, wine-based cocktails, and rare/top-of-the
line wines by the glass offered.

§ Over six in ten respondents (62%) have seen
alternative by-the-glass serving sizes and 41% have
purchased an alternative size the past year, making this
format the most visible and popular, with a conversion
rate of 66%. About half of those aware of tasting flights,
wine/sparkling wine-based cocktails, and wine on tap
report ordering these offerings.

§ Among those unaware of the formats, significantly more
respondents are interested than uninterested in the
concepts (27% vs. 11% for pour size options, 24% vs.
12% for tasting flights, and 28% vs. 16% for rare
wines).

§ While the awareness to purchase conversion rate is
about 50% for wine/sparkling wine based cocktails and
wine on tap, future interest among those unaware is
significantly lower than other formats.
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Total 
Seen Ordered

Conversion rate 
(ordered/total 

seen)

Choice of serving sizes 62% 41% 66%

Tasting flights 65% 33% 51%

Wine/Sparkling wine 
cocktails 60% 31% 52%

Rare and/or top-of-the line 
wines 56% 21% 38%

Wine on tap 43% 21% 49%
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20s 30s 40s 50s 60+

Cocktails made with 
sparkling wine 49% 43% 31% 20% 18%

Choice of serving size 
(tasting portion half 
glass, large pour, etc.)

47% 53% 38% 39% 32%

Tasting flights 40% 48% 31% 25% 23%

Wine on tap 25% 36% 19% 15% 13%

Rare and/or top-of-the 
line wine 18% 31% 23% 18% 16%

Have Ordered Wine by the Glass Format in 
Past Year by Age

ü High frequency wine drinkers and respondents under age
40 appear to be the most adventurous, ordering all
formats at higher levels than their respective counterparts.

ü Of the five concepts shown, men were significantly more
likely to report ordering a tasting flight or a rare or top-of-
the-line glass of wine in the past year than women.

§ However, among those unaware of these formats, more
females express interest in all concepts (especially
wine on tap) than males.
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HF OCC

Choice of serving sizes 50% 32%

Tasting flights 39% 26%

Wine/Sparkling wine cocktails 32% 29%

Rare and/or top-of-the line wines 26% 17%

Wine on tap 27% 16%

Have Ordered Wine by the Glass Format in 
Past Year by Consumption Frequency
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37%

32%

32%

28%

24%

19%

38%

35%

40%

29%

24%

18%

36%

30%

25%

28%

23%

19%

I've typically been ordering wine
I've tasted before

I've been trying wines I'm not
familiar wtih

I'm more knowledgeable about
wine and order wine more

confidently

I've been ordering a wider
variety of alcoholic beverages

I'm more curious about wine and
tend to ask more questions of

the staff

Restaurant wine prices are so
high I've been switching to

something else to drink

Total HFWD Occasional WD
*Multiple responses allowed.

When asked how wine-related behavior and knowledge has
changed compared to a few years ago, there was no
consensus on a single behavioral change, and few
significant differences between the responses of High
Frequency and Occasional wine drinkers.

ü More than one-third of respondents indicated they’ve been
typically ordering wines they’ve tasted before (37%), and
just under one-third have been trying unfamiliar wines
(32%).

ü Just under one-third consider themselves more
knowledgeable about wine (32%), especially High
Frequency wine drinkers (40% vs. only 25% of
Occasionals). Fewer reported becoming more curious
about wine (24%).

§ Respondents most curious about wine and asking more
questions tend to be under age 40, with a significant
drop off among those age 50 and older.

ü Between one-quarter and one-third (28%) are ordering a
wider array of alcoholic beverages, and just under one-
fifth (19%) are switching to another type of alcohol due to
higher restaurant wine prices.

§ Those that appear to be be switching most are more
likely to be under age 40.
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Changes in Wine Behavior vs. a Few Years 
Ago*
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§ Those who do say they have been ordering a wider
variety of alcoholic beverages are most likely to be
between 21-29 years old.

ü Changes in wine behavior is remarkably consistent among
males and females, with no differences noted.
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Strength of Agreement with Statements 
Regarding Food and Wine Pairing

Completely 
Agree

Somewhat 
Agree

Somewhat 
Disagree

Completely 
Disagree

A wine that’s not 
perfectly matched 
with the food I’m 
eating does not 
diminish my 
enjoyment of the 
meal

39% 43% 12% 7%

I order the wine I 
most enjoy 
drinking, no matter 
what I’m eating

38% 46% 12% 4%

Paring the right 
wine with the right 
food is important to 
me

18% 39% 25% 19%

There are clear cut 
rules about pairing 
wine and food

13% 36% 30% 21%

I worry about 
choosing the 
wrong wine for my 
dish

10% 17% 27% 46%

ü Overall, respondents don’t seem to be overly concerned
with food and wine pairing, as 82% agree (39%
completely agree) that not having a perfectly matched
wine doesn’t lessen their enjoyment in their meal. In fact,
84% agree (38% completely agree) that they order the
wine they most enjoy drinking, no matter what they are
eating at the time.

ü While over half the respondents at least somewhat or
completely agree (54%) there are clear cut rules about
pairing wine and food, most disagree (and 45%
completely disagree) with the statement “I worry about
choosing the wrong wine for their dish.”

ü Males appear to place more importance on food and wine
pairing than females, as they express significantly higher
levels of agreement with the following statements:

§ Pairing the right wine with the right food is important to
me (64% vs 45%).

§ There are clear cut rules about pairing wine with food
(51% vs. 40%).

§ I worry about choosing the wrong wine for my dish
(32% vs. 20%).

ü Younger respondents, especially High Frequency wine
drinkers, agree most strongly about the importance of
food and wine pairing. Those least concerned are those
age 60 or older.
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ü Significantly more females strongly agree with the
statement “I order the wine I most enjoy drinking no
matter what I’m eating” (42% vs. 33%).
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Consumer On-Premise 
2016 vs. 2019 Survey Results
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48%
35%

17%

53%

34%

13%

About the Same More Often Less Often

2016 2019

Net % pts. chg.
2016:  +18
2019:  +21

In 2016 Wine Market Council conducted a survey of High
Frequency wine drinkers about their on-premise wine
consumption habits. Some of the questions in that survey
were repeated in the 2019 consumer survey. In this section
responses from the 2016 survey are compared to responses
from the High Frequency wine drinkers who participated in
the 2019 survey and key changes are highlighted.

There were some demographic differences between the
2016 and 2019 respondent pools. The 2016 respondent
pool was older than the 2019 respondent pool (40% were
60+ vs. 31% in 2019), and skewed female (55% vs. 45%
female) while respondents were evenly split in 2019.

ü There has been no significant change since 2019 in
respondents who report dining out more or dining out less
compared to a year ago, despite an increase in the
proportion of those who say they are dining out about as
often as they did a year ago (53% in 2019, up from 48% in
2016).

§ However, reports of dining out more often declined
significantly among respondents under 40 between
2016 (74%) and 2019 (55%), while the 2019 under 40
cohort were more likely to report dining out at the same
rate (34% vs. 19% in 2016).

2016 – 2019 Change in Dining Out at 
Venues Serving Alcohol vs a Year Ago
(Base = high frequency wine drinkers)
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Wine Beer
Spirits/

Cocktails

2016 2019 2016 2019 2016 2019

About the 
same 61% 63% 64% 66% 63% 63%

More 33% 33% 25% 22% 21% 25%

Less 4% 5% 10% 12% 14% 12%

ü Among 2016 and 2019 High Frequency wine drinkers,
there were a few significant differences between reasons
cited for dining out less than a year ago.

§ Fewer cited budget constraints in 2019 (49% vs. 62%).

§ More cited less time available (4% vs. 16%) as a barrier
to eating out more often.

ü The proportion of High Frequency wine consumer
respondents who reported increased, decreased, or stable
on-premise wine and beer consumption compared to the
previous year did not change from 2016 and 2019.

63

2016 2019

Cooking more at home 65% 64%

Current budget doesn’t allow dining 
out as often 62% 49%

Don’t have as much time as I used to 4% 16%

Less interested in eating out in 
general 24% 20%

Easier/quicker to pick up take-out 11% 13%

Easier to order food to be delivered 9% 13%

More prepared food options available 
where I shop 14% 9%

When traveling, I stay at places with 
kitchen access 4% 6%

2016 – 2019 Reasons for Dining Less Often 
at Venues Serving Alcohol
(Base = high frequency wine drinkers dining out)

2016-2019 Change in On-Premise Alcohol 
Consumption vs. a Year Ago 
(Base = high frequency wine drinkers)
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2016 2019

Wine

Special occasion dinner out 70% 76%

Pre-gaming at someone’s house 26% 31%

Beer

At a BBQ/picnic 54% 60%

Eating from food trucks 24% 31%

Out for end-of-the week drink 35% 30%

Spirits/Cocktails

Out for end-of-the week drink 20% 26%

Weekend lunch with friends 10% 14%

Special occasion dinner out 17% 13%

Non-Alcoholic Beverages

Eating from Food Trucks 59% 49%

Pre-gaming at someone’s house 17% 10%

2016 – 2019 Most Likely Beverage Choice 
by Occasion (Base = high frequency wine drinkers)

There were some significant changes in wine and
spirits/cocktail consumption between 2016 and 2019 among
High Frequency wine drinkers.

ü 2019 High Frequency wine drinker respondents were
more apt than their 2016 counterparts to choose wine at a
special occasion dinner out (76% vs. 70%), along with a
corresponding decrease choosing a cocktail or spirits for
this occasion (from 17% in 2016 to 13% in 2019).

§ The increase in choosing wine for a special occasion
was driven by an increase among respondents in their
20s (from 56% to 71%), those 50+ (75% to 86%), as
well as among males (66% to 74%).

§ The decrease in spirits/cocktails for this occasion was
most significant among men (from 17% in 2019 to 12%
in 2019) and those 60 and older (21% to 12%).

ü Choosing wine for pre-gaming increased (26% to 31% in
2019) and choosing a non-alcoholic beverage decreased
(17% to 10%).

ü Choosing spirits or cocktails for a a drink out with friends
at the end of the week increased, especially among
respondents in their 20s (17% to 28% in 2019) and those
aged 50+ (20% to 28%), while consuming beer for this
occasion decreased (35% to 30%), most significantly
among women (27% to 19%). The decrease was most
significant among women (27% to 19% in 2019).
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ü Having a beer when eating from a food truck increased in
2019 (24% to 31%), while choosing a non-alcoholic
beverage for this occasion decreased (59% to 49%).
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2016 2019

Ordered take-out from a restaurant /picked 
it up 60% 55%

Picked up prepared food where I shop for 
groceries 58% 46%

Ordered food delivered from a restaurant 
to home delivery service / from a delivery-
only restaurant

26% 26%

Dined from a food truck 22% 23%

Booked accommodations through Airbnb 12% 13%

Used a grocery delivery service/grocery 
store that delivers 23% 15%

Used a meal kit delivery service 14% 14%

Used a prepared meal service 14% 11%

2016 – 2019 Activity Participated in Past 
Month (Base = high frequency wine drinkers)

ü In the area of take out and food and grocery delivery
services there were a few decreases since 2016 of note:

ü There was a decrease in the traditional scenario of
ordering take out from a restaurant and picking it up (60%
in 2016 to 55% in 2019) and in picking up prepared food
at a grocery store (58% vs. 46%). However, these two
food procurement strategies remain the most used.

§ A significantly smaller proportion of respondents also
report decreased usage of a grocery delivery service or
grocery store that delivers (23% in 2016 to 15% in
2019).

§ However, there were no changes noted in food
delivered from a restaurant, or the usage of meal kit
delivery or prepared meal services.
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Consumers vs. Trade: Two Perspectives
Surveying both sommeliers and consumers as part of this on-premise
project gave Wine Market Council the opportunity to compare data on
similar topics from both groups of respondents.

However, because the two populations are not directly comparable
due to their knowledge base and the make up of the respondents
pools, the learnings presented in the following pages should be
considered directional in nature.
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**Rated on a 7-point scale.  7 = “very important” and 1 = “not important at all.”*Rated on a 7-point scale.  7 = “very effective” and 1 = “not at all effective.”

Consumer vs. Trade: Choosing Wine On Premise
Consumer survey respondents were asked to rate a list of
factors on how important they are to their on-premise wine
purchase decisions. Results from this question were
compared to sommeliers’ ratings of similar tactics they use
to help their customers choose a wine.

ü One of the most important factors for consumers is
choosing a wine that goes with what they are eating (42%
rated it “very important”). Similarly, the majority of
sommelier respondents rated this tactic one of the most
effective ways of helping guests choose a wine.

ü Three times as many sommeliers as consumers regard a
personal recommendation from a staff value valuable.

ü More than half the sommeliers find suggesting an
unfamiliar wine in a style the customer likes effective,
while just under one-quarter of consumers rated not
having tried but being interested in a wine an important
factor in their decision.

ü About half of the sommelier’s polled find suggesting a
familiar wine (either a familiar variety, producer, or specific
wine) effective. For consumers, choosing a wine they’ve
tried before is important to a significant minority, and
previous trial is more important than prior awareness.

ü Both consumers and the trade place low importance on a
wine receiving high critical scores in an on-premise
context.

On-Premise Sommeliers Wine Consumers
% Rated “very effective” in helping guests choose a wine* % Rated “very important” when choosing a wine**

Suggesting a wine that pairs with food 62% 42% Goes with what I am eating

Point out high scoring wines 19% 18% High critical score

Telling customers it’s a personal preference 64% 21% Recommendation by Waiter/Sommelier

Recommending an unfamiliar wine in a style they like 56% 23% Haven’t tried before, but like to try new wines

Recommending a variety they’ve had 56% 40%

29%

Something I’ve tasted before

I’ve heard of it before
Recommending a specific wine they’ve had 51%

Recommending a producer they know 51%
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Consumers vs. Trade: The Wine List
Sommelier respondents were asked which of the methods at
right best describes how their wine list is primarily organized.
Consumers were asked which method they most prefer.

ü There are many ways on-premise sommeliers arrange
their lists, but the most often utilized method among trade
respondents is by country/state/region (42%), followed by
wine type or varietal (34%).

ü Among consumers, wine type or varietal is the method
preferred by the majority of respondents, followed by price
and wine style. However, few sommelier survey
respondents (10% or less) primarily organize their list by
wine style or price.

ü A list organized by wine type or varietal is especially
popular among consumers aged 40 and over (76% vs.
57% under 40), and style is preferred by those under 40
(43% vs. 33% age 40+).

On-Premise 
Sommelier

Wine
Consumers

% primarily 
organize list by…

%  prefer list 
organized by…

Type of Wine or Varietal 34% 69%

Price 3% 42%

Style of wine 10% 37%

Country, state, or region 42% 22%

Weight or intensity of wine 9% 12%

Wine List Organization
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Consumers vs. Trade:
Wine Service Formats
Sommelier respondents were asked whether they think the
wine service formats listed at right are growing, are on the
decline, or have no opinion. Consumer were asked if they
had seen the same formats on premise before, and if they
had ordered wine in that format in the past year.

ü The majority of the trade respondents believe all formats
listed are growing, with the greatest growth estimated for
alternative pour sizes, followed by wine on tap.

ü The largest proportion of consumers (41%) have ordered
an alternative pour size, but just 21% have ordered wine
on tap. As noted earlier in the report, fewer consumers
have seen wine on tap compared with other formats,
suggesting less widespread access or awareness of this
format.

ü Approximately the same proportion of consumers have
ordered a tasting flight (33%) and/or a wine-based cocktail
(31%) in the past year. However, while the majority of
trade respondents view both formats as growing, more
see growth potential in wine-based cocktails (75%) than
for tasting flights (63%).

On-Premise 
Sommelier

Wine
Consumers

% who say its 
growing…

%  have
ordered…

Alternative pour sizes 91 41

Tasting flights 63 33

Wine on tap 81 21

Wine-based cocktails 75 31

Wine Service Formats
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Wine consumers were also asked how their on-premise
dining habits have changed over the past few years and
correspondingly, sommeliers were asked how their wine
customer’s behavior has changed.

ü Interestingly, sommeliers perceive consumers to be much
more curious (68%) and knowledgeable (47%), than
consumers describe themselves (24% more curious, 32%
more knowledgeable).

On-Premise Sommeliers Wine Consumers

% Agree statement describes their opinion of how their 
customer base may have changed over the past few years

% Agree statement describes them today
compared to a few years ago

More curious about wine 68% 24% More curious about wine

More knowledgeable about wine 47% 32% More knowledgeable about wine

Been ordering a wider variety of alcoholic 
beverages 29% 28% Been ordering a wider variety of alcoholic 

beverages

ü Sommelier perceptions of their customer’s drinking a
wider variety of alcoholic beverages and consumers
assessment of their own behavior in this area are in sync.

Consumer vs. Trade: Consumer Habits
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Wine Market Council is furnishing these survey results and other research findings (the “results”) "as is" and does not provide any warranty of such 
results whatsoever, whether express, implied, or statutory, including, but not limited to, any warranty of merchantability or fitness for a particular 
purpose or any warranty that the results will be error-free.  In this regard, the results do not constitute advice and Wine Market Council shall have 
no liability for the member’s use thereof.  In no respect shall Wine Market Council incur any liability for any damages including, but not limited to, 
direct, indirect, special, or consequential damages arising out of, resulting from, or any way connected to the use of the results, whether or not 
based upon warranty, contract, tort, or otherwise; whether or not injury was sustained by persons or property or otherwise; an whether or not loss 
was sustained from, or arose out of, the results of, the survey.


